
Everything should be as simple as possible, but this will still be complex: A reply to 

various commentaries on IPEBA 

We thank the Editor for inviting us to reply to our esteemed colleagues who shared their 

views on our paper, which reflects on some of the uses (not the usefulness) of the 

taxonomies of behaviour change techniques (Armitage, 2014; Field, 2014; Johnson & 

Michie, 2006; Knittle, 2014; Michie, Johnson, & Johnston, 2014; Peters, de Bruin, & Crutzen, 

2014). We think this has now become an exciting debate on this topic, and we hope that this 

reply is a useful addition to that. 

 Before we reply to specific comments, we would like to first reiterate the main points of 

our paper: The recently developed, consensus-based taxonomies of BCTs are a great 

resource (Abraham & Michie, 2008; Michie et al., 2013). They have been developed to 

improve reporting of behaviour change interventions and to allow for the coding of the 

potentially active ingredients of behaviour change interventions. The current taxonomies, 

however, capture only a segment of what theory and evidence has to say about the ‘active 

content’ of behaviour change interventions, since they do not contain any information on 

mediators (i.e., the processes or determinants through with BCTs influence behaviour) and 

moderators (i.e., the conditions under which the BCTs have been shown, or are theorized, to 

be effective). This is not a critique of the usefulness of the BCT taxonomies, since this is not 

what they were designed for in the first place. It has, however, several important implications 

for how these taxonomies can be used.  

 First, without a theorized or evidence-based link between BCTs and behavioural 

determinants (or behaviour directly through a yet unknown process), it is unclear how BCT 

taxonomies can be used for intervention development. Second, when just relying on current 

BCT taxonomies without considering what theories and previous research reveal about the 

relevant parameters for effectiveness of BCTs (e.g., self-efficacy needs to be enhanced 

when using the BCT ‘fear appeals’ (Peters, Ruiter, & Kok, 2013; Witte, 1992); arguments 

need to be new to the target group to be ‘persuasive arguments’ (Petty, Barden, & Wheeler, 

2009)), people developing interventions may be creating weak or even counterproductive 



interventions; reports of the active content of interventions in articles are incomplete (e.g., 

unclear whether parameters for effectiveness were taken into account in the intervention); 

and those synthesizing the evidence of behaviour change interventions will not distinguish 

between interventions in which the parameters for effective application of BCTs were met or 

not, which might lead to flawed conclusions and theorizing.  

 In the IPEBA paper we particularly pay attention to the potential limitations of 

evidence syntheses that use meta-analysis to relate BCTs to intervention effect sizes, often 

without considering the parameters for BCT effectiveness, BCT co-occurrence, the number 

of BCTs in interventions, variability in the active content of support provided to control 

groups, and differences in context and populations. There are fields (including one inhabited 

by Dr. Field, a.k.a. The Judge) where people would not consider conducting meta-analysis of 

studies/interventions that are as different as they tend to be in our meta-analyses (they 

would instead do a systematic review). Yet, in the field of health behaviour change 

interventions many choose to embrace this heterogeneity and run (series of) meta-analyses 

to explain this heterogeneity based on study characteristics such as BCTs. Whereas under 

certain conditions this can yield valuable results, such analyses yield observational and not 

experimental evidence, and given the sheer number of potential effect modifiers (or: 

confounders) the causality of associations is highly uncertain. This, however, does not tend 

to be reflected in authors’ conclusions and might be misleading for people interpreting the 

evidence from such meta-analyses. This is well-illustrated in one of the commentaries, which 

makes various excellent points (to which we will return later) but phrases the results of a 

cited meta-analysis causally: ”As combining self-monitoring with other BCTs derived from 

control theory (e.g., goal setting, provision of feedback, action planning) leads to greater 

changes in healthy eating and physical activity than other interventions (Michie, Abraham, 

Whittington, McAteer, & Gupta, 2009) […]” (Knittle, 2014, p. 2). To arrive at this conclusion, 

we think the meta-analysis needs to be either based on a set of studies directly testing this 

(i.e., control theory interventions versus ‘other interventions’), or these results need to be 



corroborated by studies experimentally testing the associations observed in the meta-

analysis. And this is the key point of IPEBA. 

 So what we propose here is to pause for a minute and reflect on how we – as a field – 

might best tackle the relevant questions. We think it is about recognizing the strengths and 

limitations of evidence from meta-analyses of behaviour change interventions and from 

experimental studies, and strategically combining both in order to identify what interventions 

work, for whom, and under what conditions. To combine the excitement about the 

usefulness of BCT taxonomies and associations we find in meta-analyses, with a healthy 

dose of critical thinking about what these findings really mean. We come up with various 

concrete suggestions on how some limitations might be addressed, to which those 

commenting on our paper add a series of additional strategies and considerations, such as 

the use of fractional factorial designs (Armitage, 2014; Field, 2014; Johnson & Michie, 2006; 

Knittle, 2014; Michie et al., 2014). We are not saying that meanwhile it isn’t possible to 

develop interventions and advice policy makers (cf. Armitage, 2014; Michie et al., 2014); 

there are plenty of theories and existing evidence on BCTs, their mediators and moderators 

(summarized in for example the BCT taxonomy used in Intervention Mapping; Bartholomew, 

Parcel, Kok, & Gottlieb, 2001; Bartholomew et al., 2006; Bartholomew, Parcel, Kok, Gottlieb, 

& Fernández, 2011) to guide us (this research did not start with the 2008 Abraham and 

Michie taxonomy, nor with Intervention Mapping). What we do say is that in our scientific 

work we could be more careful in our statements, and more strategic as a community in our 

efforts towards advancing our evidence base on what works for whom and under what 

conditions. For example, if a meta-analysis of complex/multi-technique interventions finds 

that interventions containing self-monitoring seem to be more effective (Michie, Abraham, 

Whittington, McAteer, & Gupta, 2009), as Armitage (2014) also suggests, our field could 

zoom in using experimental methods to identify exactly when, for whom and how this BCT 

can best be delivered (and, in fact, whether it can be experimentally confirmed that self-

monitoring works). 



 After reading the commentaries, we felt that our position was pretty well in the middle of 

the opinions expressed. Somewhat ahead of all of us, The Judge (Field, 2014) raises a 

number of relevant statistical considerations that lead to the conclusion that systematic 

reviews might be more appropriate for synthesizing the evidence of behavioural 

interventions than meta-regression analyses; and that in order to identify which BCTs work 

and under what conditions, experiments directly manipulating these elements seem to be 

most suitable. Knittle (2014) is absolutely right about complicating the situation further, by 

raising the issue of intervention fidelity. This is rarely reported (especially at the BCT level) or 

coded for in reviews of complex behaviour change interventions, yet we all know intervention 

fidelity can be a major issue. This further limits what we can infer from meta-analyses linking 

adequately reported and reliable coded (as opposed to actually delivered) BCTs to effect 

sizes. The compelling points raised by Johnson and Michie (2014) seem to be in agreement 

with the points we make, at least for those we thought were within the realm of IPEBA. That 

is, point 3 describes what we would call parameters for effectiveness (Peters et al., 2014, p. 

3) and confounders (Peters et al., 2014, p. 4). As Johnson and Michie argue, these can also 

be based on insights from allied fields (e.g., sociology, anthropology, behavioural 

economics). Point 4 is in line with our suggestions for improving the quality of meta-analysis. 

Finally, Michie, Johnson, and Johnston (2014) partly agree with some of the points we 

made, refer to several additional designs and statistical procedures that can be used to more 

successfully identify effective BCTs (although each has its own limitations again), and refer 

to several studies that are not suffering from some of the limitations we discussed. Naturally, 

our comments on current practices do not mean that we think nobody is doing ‘the right 

thing’ (just as the commentary authors, when stating that the BCT taxonomy should be used 

for reporting of interventions, are probably not meaning to say that nobody is reporting their 

intervention properly). 

 In sum, the reason we wrote this IPEBA paper is because we think that when designing 

behaviour change interventions, and when synthesizing their evidence with the purpose of 

identifying active ingredients, it is important to consider what theory and prior studies says 



about mediators (e.g., behavioural determinants) and moderators (e.g., parameters of BCT 

effectiveness). Moreover, regularly too strong conclusions seem to be drawn from meta-

analyses linking BCTs to intervention effects. Finally, we think there is an opportunity for 

shaping our research practice as a community in a way that may lead to a more rapid 

progression of scientific evidence and behaviour change theory (cf. de Bruin & Johnston, 

2012; Platt, 1964). The commentaries made valuable suggestions for additional elements to 

be considered, including references to exemplary studies, but also seemed to disagree on 

whether meta-analyses are appropriate methods for this purpose. We think they are, given 

certain quality criteria described in this paper; but we would like to strongly argue for a more 

inquisitive attitude towards the validity of the results generated by these meta-analyses, and 

a more systematic approach in the field of combining methodologies for identifying what 

BCTs work, how, for whom, and under what conditions.  
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